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Australia, renowned for its rich literary culture and illustrious authors, is also home to a trove of exceptional book editors with the Midas touch. From Sydney’s sparkling harbors to Melbourne’s creative nooks, these editors refine manuscripts into masterpieces, ensuring every story’s potential is fully realized. Whether you’re an aspiring author or a seasoned novelist looking to perfect your latest work, our curated list of Australia’s top book editors will guide you to the ideal match for your unique narrative journey.




1. John Coomer




Based in Brisbane, Australia, John Coomer is a seasoned editor with over two decades of experience, having worked with major commercial publishers such as Wiley, McGraw-Hill, and Cambridge University Press. Since 2015, John has been offering freelance editorial and writing services, specializing in non-fiction topics. He is adept at collaborating with both novice and seasoned authors to enhance their manuscripts. John holds a Bachelor of Business Management and a Postgraduate Diploma of Education, showcasing his diverse expertise. His portfolio includes a wide array of subjects, from sports and education to business and psychology, demonstrating his versatility and depth of knowledge.



















2. Meredith Anderson




Meredith Anderson, based in Brisbane, Australia, is a qualified editor specializing in speculative fiction, post-apocalyptic, dark fantasy, and spiritual/new age genres. With over a decade of experience, Meredith is passionate about helping authors polish their manuscripts while preserving their unique voice. She holds a graduate certificate in writing, editing, and publishing, as well as in screen production, showcasing her diverse skills in the literary field. Meredith’s portfolio features a variety of works, reflecting her versatility and commitment to enhancing the clarity and presentation of each project she undertakes.




3. Mahony John




John Mahony, an Australia-based editor, brings a wealth of experience, spanning 23 years, across a myriad of topics. He is particularly adept in memoir/biography, history, politics, arts/literature, and has also ventured into fiction editing. John has collaborated with diverse publishers, university faculties, government departments, and private clients, showcasing his versatility. Holding a BA and having undertaken PhD studies in politics and literature, John combines academic rigor with a creative touch. His extensive portfolio includes works such as “The Matilda Effect” and “Tony ‘Tank’ Gordon: The Life of a Sporting Legend,” reflecting his commitment to enhancing literary excellence.




4. Alex Munroe




Alex Munroe, stationed in Sydney, NSW, Australia, is a distinguished editor and publisher with a remarkable 25 years of experience across various sectors. Trained by industry leaders such as Pan Macmillan and Random House, Alex is proficient in the creation of books, journals, and digital publications. Specializing in genres like fiction, non-fiction, health, New Age, and cookery, Alex has successfully launched innovative digital publications and has made significant contributions to academic publishing. With a strong track record in author relationships and project management, Alex is dedicated to working collaboratively with authors, ensuring clarity and excellence in every project.




5. Kim Smith




Kim Smith, residing in Melbourne, VIC, Australia, is a dedicated line/copy editor with a penchant for humorous sci-fi and fantasy genres. With a focus on maintaining the author’s unique voice, Kim offers a collaborative and approachable editing experience, keeping authors regularly updated on progress. She holds a BA in Communications and a Graduate Certificate in Publishing and Editing, showcasing her well-rounded expertise in the field. Kim’s commitment to working on one book project at a time ensures that each manuscript receives her undivided attention, reflecting her dedication to enhancing narrative clarity and consistency.



















6. Michele Perry




Michele Perry, located in Brisbane, QLD, Australia, is a versatile editor with 20 years of experience, adept in handling both fiction and non-fiction across various genres. Michele has collaborated with notable publishers such as The University of Queensland Press and Hardie Grant Books, showcasing her proficiency in developmental and copyediting. She is well-versed in AU/UK and US spelling styles and familiar with major style guides. Michele is known for fostering a collaborative relationship with authors, ensuring a seamless editorial process. Her extensive portfolio and positive author testimonials reflect her commitment to bringing stories to life while maintaining the author’s unique voice.




7. Ed Wright




Ed Wright, based in Newcastle, NSW, Australia, is an astute and experienced editor, renowned for being a narrative problem solver and sentence sharpener. With a specialty in literary fiction, crime fiction, true crime, sport, history, and politics, Ed has a consultative approach, valuing the author’s voice. His extensive experience includes working on books short-listed for major Australian awards and reviewing for notable publications, providing him with a comprehensive view of the literary landscape. Ed’s diverse portfolio and positive testimonials underscore his commitment to elevating literary works while maintaining a strong author-editor collaboration.




8. Garima Sharma




Garima Sharma, residing in Adelaide, SA, Australia, is a highly skilled editor with over 10 years of experience, specializing in STEM editing. She has collaborated with prestigious publishers such as Cambridge University Press, Oxford University Press, Springer, and Elsevier, showcasing her proficiency in editing a wide array of subject areas. Garima holds a master’s degree in biotechnology and an MBA in finance and marketing, making her adept at handling scientific content. In addition to her editorial work, she coaches students through the grad school admission process, helping them craft application essays and resumes. Garima is committed to delivering high-quality service and is praised for her attention to detail, insightful feedback, and professional demeanor.




Navigating through the literary landscapes of Australia, we’ve unveiled the crème de la crème of book editors poised to turn your manuscript into a masterpiece. Embark on your publishing journey with confidence, knowing a world-class editor from down under is ready to illuminate the path to your story’s success.
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